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Abstract
A combined computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
methodology has been developed to simulate blood flow in a subject-specific left heart. The
research continues from earlier experience in modelling the human left ventricle using timevarying anatomical MR scans. Breathing artefacts are reduced by means of an MR navigator echo
sequence with feedback to the subject, allowing a near constant breath-hold diaphragm position.
An improved interactive segmentation technique for the long- and short-axis anatomical slices is
used. The computational domain is extended to include the proximal left atrium and ascending
aorta as well as the left ventricle, and the mitral and aortic valve orifices are approximately
represented. The CFD results show remarkable correspondence with the MR velocity data
acquired for comparison purposes, as well as with previously published in vivo experiments
(velocity and pressure). Coherent vortex formation is observed below the mitral valve, with a
larger anterior vortex dominating the late diastolic phases. Some quantitative discrepancies exist
between the CFD and MRI flow velocities, due to the limitations of the MR dataset in the valve
region, heart rate differences in the anatomical and velocity acquisitions, and certain phenomena
that were not simulated. The CFD results compare well with measured ranges in literature.

1

Introduction

The flow conditions and local blood flow patterns in the heart chambers are closely associated
with many cardiac disorders [1]. To that end, there is an important body of work on blood flow
within the heart [2–4]. In the past, progress in CFD modelling of cardiac haemodynamics
has been impeded by a number of factors, including difficulties in obtaining the necessary
anatomical information, limitations in CFD methodology and insufficient computing power.
These have tended to constrain the scope and realism of such studies, particularly in respect
of over-idealized representation of the anatomy. This has been particularly true in the case
of heart chambers, where the highly complex time-varying anatomical features make it difficult to create in vitro models which are sufficiently similar in geometry to the real anatomy.
As a consequence, research in heart modelling has been rather sparse and limited, the best
focusing on simplified models based on animal casts and cadavers. Very few investigators have
used realistic in vivo data, for example [5]. Nonetheless, the large vessel studies to date have
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provided encouraging indications that CFD can provide more detailed qualitative and quantitative information about cardiovascular flows, leading to a better understanding [6], especially
when employed in combination with MR imaging [4, 7]. Even in terms of visualization, CFD
can assist conventional clinical flow monitoring techniques by providing additional information
about the complex flow patterns. The understanding of these three-dimensional time-varying
structures can be quite difficult, since the visualization modes are generally two-dimensional
views of three-dimensional phenomena.
The research described here has as its objective the development of a combined CFD and
MRI methodology for the simulation of patient-specific flow in the heart chambers. This is done
through studies with healthy human subjects. The work thus differs from previous computational
flow studies of the left ventricle, which have mostly been generic and idealized, or derived from
animal casts, or comprised only of a specific portion of the cardiac cycle, e.g. filling [8, 9].
The present study continues from research previously reported by Saber et al. [10] with
the incorporation of some important improvements. The aforementioned research built
in turn on pilot studies [11, 12] involving MR geometry and flow measurements combined
with CFD techniques; this approach has been adapted to the left ventricle in the present
work. In summary, the proposed framework employed MRI scans of a human heart to obtain
geometric data, which were then used for the CFD simulations. These latter were accomplished by geometrical modelling of the ventricle using time-resolved anatomical slices
of the ventricular geometry and imposition of inflow and outflow conditions at orifices
notionally representing the mitral and aortic valves. The predicted flow structure evolution
and physiologically relevant flow characteristics were analysed and compared to existing
information. The CFD model convincingly captured the three-dimensional contraction and
expansion phases of endocardial motion in the left ventricle, allowing simulation of dominant flow features, such as the vortices and swirling structures. These results were qualitatively consistent with previous physiological and clinical experiments on in vivo ventricular
chambers, but the accuracy of the simulated velocities was limited largely by the anatomical
shortcomings in the valve region. The study also indicated areas in which the methodology
requires improvement and extension.
Despite being an important step in haemodynamical modelling, there were various deficiencies in the computational flow model of the left ventricle discussed by Saber et al. [10]. The use of
diaphragm position gating via the post-navigator echo, in order to reduce breathing artefacts in the
MR anatomy acquisition, prevented data acquisition towards the end of the pulse cycle [10, 13].
During this period, the navigator data were processed on-line, and simultaneous data acquisition
was not possible. Furthermore, the level of spatial resolution prevented the detection of the valve
areas, so detail in the basal region had to be approximated to an excessive degree for the model.
These shortcomings have been addressed in the new subject-specific model and CFD
simulation. The main modifications are improved acquisition protocols and new segmentation
methodology, allowing the inclusion of the proximal left atrium and ascending aorta, linked to
the ventricle by better-defined valve regions. Whilst the details of the valve leaflets still could
not be resolved, good representations of the valve ring locations, morphology and motion were
obtained, allowing more realistic representation of this region than in the previous study. The
anatomy was determined using MRI as before and then represented by a body-fitted moving
mesh, including representation of the valve orifices, for the numerical solution of the NavierStokes flow equations [10].
Additionally, MR velocity images from the subject modelled were acquired in the oblique
long-axis plane containing both valves. Comparisons have been made with these measurements
and with published velocity and pressure data for the left ventricle.
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Methods

Magnetic resonance images of the left ventricle of a 26-year-old healthy female volunteer were
acquired on a 1.5 Tesla MR scanner system (EDGE Powerdrive 250, Picker International Inc.,
Cleveland, OH), as used in our earlier study [10].
Preliminary short-axis pilot acquisitions located the plane passing through the mitral and
aortic valves. This allowed location and acquisition of the oblique long-axis plane of the left
ventricle, orthogonal to the above short-axis plane and passing through the mitral valve, apex
and aortic valve [2]. Moreover, vertical and horizontal long-axis planes were acquired. A set
of short-axis planes was acquired, parallel to the pilot short axis, in ten contiguous slices from
above the top basal plane to the apex, ensuring that the main body of the left ventricle was
entirely captured, and allowing inclusion of part of the left atrium and the ascending aorta. As
before [10], the ventricular chamber itself was captured by either seven or eight of the total of
the fixed SA slice locations, depending on the phase. Figure 1 shows an image of the oblique
long-axis plane seen as from below, with the subject’s posterior towards top left hand (LH)
corner, left aspect towards lower LH corner. The endocardium is outlined, showing the apex at
the bottom of the outline and the base at the top, with the ascending aorta to the right and left
atrium to the left of the view.

Figure 1: Oblique long axis MR image plane through the subject’s heart, seen from below. Posterior aspect is towards upper left of image; anterior towards lower right. Manually traced
outline indicates computational domain comprising left ventricle (LV) and proximal left
atrium (LA) and ascending aorta (AA). LA is at top left of outline; AA is at top right
(Reproduced from [14] with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).
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The anatomical acquisitions employed for the determination of the ventricle geometry
models were cardiac-gated (triggered from the R-wave of the ECG), using a cine segmented
FLASH (Fast Low Angle SHot) sequence (TE 3.8 ms; inter-frame interval 35.6 ms; RF flip
angle 25 deg; slice thickness 10 mm; FOV 400 mm2; in-plane resolution 1.56 mm). Gating
delays for short- and long-axis acquisitions were identical. The post-navigator echo [13] was
used to monitor the diaphragm position and respiration phase. Additional gating was then
applied to accept data from only a narrow range of diaphragm positions, hence minimising
respiratory motion artefacts in the image acquisition. However, on-line implementation of this
on the Picker Edge scanner required a period of approximately 300 ms at the end of each ECGgated cycle, during which image data could not be acquired, resulting in loss of important
functional information [10]. To overcome this problem, the cine frames were triggered only
every other cardiac cycle, allowing a complete set of frames to be acquired during the first of
successive pairs of cycles. In addition, a methodology combining breath holding with the navigator echoes was employed, incorporating verbal feedback to the subject being scanned. With
this technique, the images could be acquired over multiple reproducible breath-holds. A total of
24 phases was acquired over two cycles in this manner, of which 16 covered one cardiac cycle
with a period of 569.6 ms.
Velocity scans were acquired via the phase velocity mapping technique in the oblique
long-axis plane, encoded in all three gradient directions (velocity window 200 cm/s for each
component). MR velocity errors were expected to be within 5–10% of the window setting
[11]. The velocity images, also acquired with the use of both the navigator and breath holding,
were gated from the R-wave of the ECG. Once again, 16 phases were acquired to cover one
cardiac cycle, but the subject’s average R-R interval had increased from 569.6 ms in the
anatomical scan to 649.6 ms during the velocity scans, probably owing to different states of
wakefulness.
2.1

Data processing and geometry reconstruction

A new semi-automatic technique, devised and incorporated in the CMRTools© suite, allowed a
complete reconstruction of a left ventricle model, incorporating also proximal regions of the left
atrium and ascending aorta [15]. Short- and long-axis images were displayed simultaneously,
so segmentation in the two planes proceeded interactively, reducing registration errors [16].
For each phase, each control point on the endocardium was constrained to lie on the intersections of the short- and long-axis views. Therefore, information from two images could be used
simultaneously when placing each control point, and the post-segmentation reconciliation used
previously [10] was not required. Short-axis slices provide good resolution through ‘inflow
enhancement’, since blood moves at a significant rate perpendicular to the imaging plane, introducing fresh signal and resulting in high-defi nition images. By contrast, long-axis slices tend to
have low inflow enhancement but suffer little from partial volume effects; thus, combining the
two different slice orientations gave an improved segmented image.
The number of control points that could be determined from these data for each phase was
insufficient to define the ventricle geometry completely. Therefore, additional long-axis planes
were reconstructed by fitting further B-spline curves to the short-axis images; their planes lay
perpendicular to the short-axis images, with radial orientations chosen to place them at regular
intervals between the measured planes. These long-axis images benefited from the significantly
greater contrast between blood and endocardium in the short-axis images, as discussed above.
This more comprehensive set of curves lying in the endocardial surface allowed the addition or
manipulation of control points to obtain the desired boundary locations.
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CFD methodology and computer code

The flow simulations were performed using the fi nite volume (FV) method [17], as implemented in the STAR-CD code (Computational Dynamics Ltd., London, UK), and fully described
elsewhere [10]. Briefly, the FV method used in the code solves the full Navier–Stokes equations
by an efficient implicit time-marching procedure, which allows the use of structured or unstructured, body-fitted moving meshes within the time-varying geometry.
2.3 Generation of computational mesh
Once the endocardial control point data had been extracted from the MR images, B-spline
surfaces were fitted to the points. Additional modification was then required to smooth the
union of the main ventricle volume with the inflow and outflow tract domains, which could
be attached to the main ventricular domain as part of the meshing procedure. Separate layered multiblock hexahedral grids were fitted to each of the three modelled sub-volumes for
each phase, using an automated parametric procedure especially developed for this purpose,
described and illustrated by Saber et al. [10]. Then, the atrial and aortic meshes were connected to the main ventricle mesh by the ’arbitrary interfacing’ feature of the code, which
permits dissimilar meshes to be joined at a common interface, at which sliding may occur. The
latter flexibility greatly facilitated the calculation of the mesh motion, described below. The
meshes at each of the odd-numbered measured phases, 1, 3, 5,…, 15, are shown in Figure 2.

Phase 1

Phase 3

Phase 5

Phase 7

Phase 9

Phase 11

Phase 13

Phase 15

Figure 2: Computational meshes formed for the odd-numbered measured phases in a cycle.
Phases 1–7 systole; phases 9–15 diastole (Reproduced from [14] with kind permission
of Springer Science and Business Media).
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2.4 Wall and mesh motion
Further computational meshes were required at intermediate times between consecutive
measured phases of the cardiac cycle, and were obtained by interpolating between the initial
meshes created. It was necessary to specify the motion of the ventricle wall and mesh between
the measurement phases. An assumed mode of movement of surface points was imposed, in
which each point travelled inwards or outwards along a ray of fixed angular position emanating
from the centroid of the slice containing it [10].
Instead of the linear temporal interpolation scheme used previously [10], a second-order
scheme, comprising piecewise quadratic ‘blending’, was developed [18]. This allowed continuous value and gradient interpolation for all three coordinate directions, the ‘values’ being the
positions of the vertices and the ‘gradients’ their velocities. Thus, separate meshes were developed for each of the 1600 time-steps required for each cycle in order to satisfy the Courant
criterion [17] (see Section 2.6).
2.5

Boundary conditions

Since the anatomical short-axis slices extended beyond the ventricle base and included the
inflow and outflow tracts, the simulation domain included the mitral and aortic valves, but there
was insufficient detail to show the exact locations of the valve rings. Moreover, no modelling
of the valve leaflets could be attempted, since the scans also did not provide this level of detail.
Opening and closing orifices (‘pseudo valves’) were therefore set at the two basal boundaries to
the domain, in the inflow and outflow tracts (Figure 2). Each ‘pseudo-valve’ orifice was made to
open and close instantaneously at the start and end of the appropriate phase of the cardiac cycle,
marked by the change in sign in the rate of total volume change. A relative pressure boundary
condition was set at whichever ‘pseudo-valve’ plane was open. This allowed the computation
of pressure variations within the domain, relative to the boundary value. The relative pressure
differences, which relate to the local velocity variations, may be compared with multi-sensor
catheter measurements [19, 20].
The measured time-varying volume of the computational domain (Figure 3) allows the
computation of volume rate of change. Since the FV solution method enforces overall mass
conservation at each time step, this determines instantaneous volume flow rate in and out of the
modelled region through the basal openings, and the instantaneous average inflow and outflow
velocities through these openings, dividing the volume flow rates by the cross-section areas.
No through-plane instantaneous velocity distributions were acquired which could be used
as velocity boundary conditions, so they were calculated from the uniform boundary pressure assumption and the internal pressure field [10]. Independently of this, there were three
reasons for the imposition of pressure boundary conditions instead of measured velocities:
(1) the change of heart rate between the anatomy and velocity determinations; (2) the limited
accuracy of the latter; (3) the movement of the ventricle (and mesh) relative to the fi xed
measurement planes, precluding direct determination of the velocities on the inlet plane of
the calculation.
The positions of the minimum areas in the mitral and aortic tracts approximated to the valve
ring positions. For the simulations in this study, the mitral annulus area was slightly reduced
from the outline obtained in the segmentation by the incorporation of a 1 mm rim at the junction between the inflow tract and ventricle, like an orifice plate, formed by impermeable cell
surfaces, termed ‘baffles’. This had the effect, like the valve leaflets, of confi ning the inflow jet
and allowing space for the diastolic posterior vortex to develop in a realistic fashion.
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Figure 3: Variation of volume of computational mesh with phase number (time) (Reproduced
from [14] with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).
In their measurements of the velocity through the mitral valve during late diastole, Kim et al. [2]
noted velocity magnitudes at the mitral valve leaflet tips about 19% greater than that at the mitral
annulus, owing to the contraction in cross-section. Fujimoto et al. [21] measured a similar increase
of 15–20% in their MR measurements. The presence of the baffles described above, in addition to
confining the jet through the valve ring, was also expected to create a vena contracta downstream
from the mitral ring and hence approximate the effects of the leaflets just described.
Despite the various remaining shortcomings, the new model represents a significant advance
on our earlier one [10]. It appears from our results, shown later, that the details currently modelled allow adequate simulation of the main flow features, with some peripheral inaccuracies.
2.6 Flow simulation procedure
Blood was assumed to be a homogeneous Newtonian fluid with a dynamic viscosity approximated as 4×10−3 Pa.s. and a density of 1050 kg/m3. The simulations commenced from an initially quiescent flow state and were continued for a number of full cardiac cycles in order to
allow development of a fully periodic flow, representative of a regular heartbeat. It was found
that the main features of the internal flow field became repeatable within 4 cycles, but the slow
end-diastolic vortical motions required 6 cycles to reach a repetitive state. Aspects of this are
discussed in the next subsection and in the Results and Discussion sections.
The results reported here were obtained on a mesh with 90 layers, each comprising 500 cells,
in the main body of the ventricle. In each of the tracts, 22 layers of 500 cells were used, resulting in
a total of 67,000 cells in the entire computational domain. This produced adequate spatial resolution (see below) when the second-order ‘MARS’ discretisation scheme [22] in the code was used.
The size of the computational timestep was set at a value of 0.356 ms, hence maintaining the value
of the Courant number in the simulations (the product of the timestep with the ratio of the local
fluid velocity and mesh spacing) to less than unity over most of the computational domain [17].
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2.7

Mesh and timestep sensitivity

Sensitivity tests showed that the total number of cells in the ventricular model and the chosen
computational timesteps were suitable for the results to be grid- and timestep-independent
to an acceptable level of tolerance. When the total number of cells was increased by a factor of 1.533 = 3.375 to 226125, (50% decrease in the cell dimensions) and the timestep was
decreased by a factor of 1.5 to 0.237 ms (to maintain cell Courant numbers below unity [17]),
the flow maintained its overall structure in the ventricle model. The volume-averaged velocity
in the fi ne mesh remained within 2% of the value for the coarser mesh, although the mass flow
rate through the open valves differed by a maximum of 6–8% between the two cases in peak
systole and peak diastole. The differences observed, however, resulted mainly from better
fitting of the mesh to the computational domain boundaries rather than better resolution of the
discretized flow equations. Since the fi ner mesh conforms better to the boundaries, it occupies
more volume, but given the MR measurement uncertainties, the associated computation time
penalty was considered unjustified.

3

Results

3.1 Cardiac output and ejection fraction
Figure 3 shows the modelled domain volume versus time variation for two cardiac cycles.
The points indicate the measurement phases, and the lines are the quadratic interpolations.
The instants of simulated valve opening and closure (at minimum and maximum volume:
phases 7 and 16, respectively) are indicated in the plot. The increased rate of change at phase
14 (t = 462.8 ms) is probably related to atrial systole. The volume of the modelled ventricle
is 59 ml at end-systole and 104 ml at end-diastole, giving a stroke volume of 45 ml. The end
values are towards the upper limit of the normal range previously measured in females [23],
but the ejection fraction was low at 43.3%; normal values are 53.9–75.6% [24]. This low ejection fraction appears to be compensated by the high heart rate of the subject (about 105 beats
per minute), giving a cardiac output of 4.725 l/min. The observed volumes are boosted by
the inclusion of the papillary muscles within the apparent LV lumen, since they could not be
resolved adequately by the MR images.
3.2 Quantitative comparison of calculated and measured flow fields
As already noted, the MR velocity scans in this study were acquired at a slower heart rate, and
therefore with a larger interframe interval, compared with the anatomical scans. In both the flow
and anatomical scans, one complete cardiac cycle was captured in 16 phases, but changes in
heart rate are usually accompanied by changes in the relative lengths of systole and diastole as
well as velocity changes [25]. Nevertheless, each acquired velocity phase appears to correspond
with the equivalent anatomical phase (from which the simulations were derived) throughout the
cardiac cycle. Our comparison of the CFD velocity results and the MR flow maps is based on
this approximate correspondence.
Figure 4(a) –(e) contains the comparisons of the oblique long-axis views, containing both
valve locations, with the MR velocity images on the left and the CFD results on the right,
showing the main phases of systole (1–4) and diastole (9–14). The smaller diagram below
each simulation indicates the phase on a plot of the volume variation. The view is as from
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Figure 4: Vectors of simulated velocities (right-hand side) in the time-varying oblique long-axis
plane compared with MR velocity vectors in the same plane (left-hand side). Views are
as from above left, with the subject’s anterior aspect to the left and the subject’s left
towards the bottom of the views. The velocity vector scale is constant through the
MR plots, but in the simulations changes between systole and diastole. The smaller
diagram below each simulation indicates the phase on a plot of the volume variation.
Figure 4(a): phases 1–2; Figure 4(b): phases 3–4 (systole). Figure 4(c): phases 9–10;
Figure 4(d): phases 11–12; Figure 4(e): phases 13–14 (diastole) (Reproduced from
[14] with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).
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(d)

(e)

Figure 4: Continued
above left, with the subject’s anterior aspect to the left of the views and the subject’s left
towards the bottom. The endocardial outline derived from the anatomical scans is superimposed on the measured vectors for comparison with the simulations. There are high-velocity
vectors outside the ventricular region in the MR measurements, showing flow in neighbouring
vessels or, in the upper RHS (right-hand side) of the figures, high noise levels in the low signal
returned by lung tissue. Figure 5 shows diastolic short-axis views of the simulated fields,
which will be commented on later.
The scale of the MR velocity vectors is the same for all phases and is indicated on Figure 4(a)
(phase 1), whilst the scales of the simulation vectors are larger in diastole (scale arrows in
Figure 4(a) (phase 1) and Figure 4(c) (phase 9)). The qualitative comparisons discussed below
show good correspondence between the simulated and the measured flow structures. The differences in the heart rate during the acquisition of the MR anatomical and velocity data inhibit
a straightforward quantitative comparison between the CFD and MRI flow results; moreover,
the comparison is influenced differently in systole and diastole.
At peak systole the measured velocity was 1.25 m/s compared with 1.57 m/s simulated. A
possible rationale may be given for this comparison. If both the cardiac output and the stroke
volume were largely unchanged when the heart rate changed, the velocities might then be in
approximately the inverse ratios of the cycle periods. The faster rate of change of ventricular
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Figure 5: Vectors of simulated diastolic velocities in a short-axis plane near the base for phases
13–16. The velocity scales are different for each of the phases; maximum velocities are
phase 13: 0.30 m/s; phase 14: 0.30 m/s; phase 15: 0.30 m/s; phase 16: 0.23 m/s (Reproduced from [14] with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).
volume measured at the faster pulse rate correctly gives rise to higher velocities. The measured
endocardial outlines match well with the velocity images when superimposed (Figure 4), giving
some support for assuming the stroke volume was relatively unchanged. The ratio of cycle
periods was 1.14 compared with a peak velocity ratio of 1.26, so the hypothesis is only weakly
confirmed. In fact, the cardiac outputs would not be identical in the two experiments, since
differing degrees of wakefulness would require differing levels of cerebral flow.
At peak diastole the measured velocity magnitude at the level of the mitral ring was approximately 0.50 m/s, fairly uniform across the jet, compared with 0.42 m/s in the simulation. The
measured velocity in the jet was boosted by the reduced effective mitral ring area, resulting from
the flow separation induced by the left inferior pulmonary vein flow, which enters the atrium
near the mitral entrance (see Section 4). The mitral ring area itself is known to change during
the cycle; it also descends and rises. This anatomical variation was measured and included in
the model. The boosted peak MR velocity image levels in diastole suggest that the separationinduced reduction in effective mitral ring area had a greater effect than that of the change in
pulse rate, reversing the direction of change seen in systole.
The typical velocity measurement uncertainty is 5% of the 200 cm/s window setting, i.e.
10 cm/s, a substantial fraction of the highest diastolic velocities. Therefore, when the velocity
levels in the ventricular domain are small, the MR velocity uncertainties are comparable to the
actual velocities. The accuracy of the simulated flow structure is directly affected by the accuracy of the MR anatomical data and the derived wall motion.
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4

Discussion

The simulated long-axis flow patterns of the model ventricle are closely similar in topology to
the MR measurements in Figure 4(a)-(e) as well as to measurements by Kim et al. [2], notably
during early diastolic filling, when the flow structure shows most detail.
The MRI and CFD results for systole (phases 1–4, Figure 4(a) and 4(b)) are generally similar
except at phase 1, when the MR velocity images show both valves closed. For the later systolic
phases of the cycle (peak-systole is at phase 3, Figure 4(b)), both sets of results show the flow
converging towards the outflow tract with similar overall patterns. In the CFD model, it was
required that at least one flow boundary was open at any given time during the simulations, in
order to satisfy continuity in the incompressible flow, since the modelled volume rate of change
was always non-zero. The accuracy of geometry determination from MR anatomy images did
not allow identification of periods of constant volume, when concurrent closure of both valves
would have been possible.
In early diastole, both the CFD and MRI velocity plots show the flow entering the ventricle
as a short plug of high-velocity fluid (phase 10, Figure 4(c)), similar to the structure observed
by Lemmon and Yoganathan [26] in their idealized numerical model of the left ventricle
diastolic phase. The flow fills the inflow orifice in the simulation and is fairly uniform entering
the ventricle, but the open aortic root allows local flow development in a limited region. In the
MR image for phase 10, when the incoming flow jet is displaced from the posterior wall of the
main body of the ventricle, it attaches to the anterior wall, but by phase 11 (Figure 4(d)) it has
separated again. Kim et al. [2] observed a similar phenomenon in their measurements: after
peak diastole, the anterior mitral leaflet tip was seen to hit the septal wall (the anterior wall
of the ventricle) and then retract, allowing the vortex to develop behind it, and subsequently
causing the mitral inflow vector to be angled more towards the posterior wall.
Thus, by phase 11 (Figure 4(d)) the incoming velocity profiles are skewed towards the posterior wall of the ventricle in both the CFD results and the MR measurements. Deeper into the
ventricle, the flow in the CFD results is more directed towards this wall and less towards the
apex. Both the anterior and posterior vortices below the mitral ring have started to form in both
plots, but MR and CFD are not completely in phase. In the MR plots, a stream may be seen
entering the atrium from the inferior left pulmonary vein; this causes a flow separation at the
mitral ring, which persists into the ventricle and may influence the posterior vortex.
At phases 12 and 13 (Figure 4(d) and (e)), the separation induced by the pulmonary vein
continues in the MR images, affecting the flow in the ventricle. The two diastolic mitral vortices
have stabilized in both the CFD and the MR flow fields, with good correspondence. A similar
recirculation pattern, beneath the leaflets of the mitral valves, has been reported previously by
Kim et al. [2] and Kilner et al. [27]. Phase 14, Figure 4(e), appears to represent the start of atrial
contraction as mentioned earlier. The incoming flow jets in the MR images do not extend as
far as the simulations along the longitudinal axis of the ventricle, but it should be recalled that
the papillary muscles are not represented within the simulated ventricular lumen, distorting the
apical geometry. The anterior vortex in both the MR measurements and the CFD simulations
appears to be located just beneath the supposed position of the anterior leaflet of the mitral valve
(phases 13 and 14 in Figure 4(e)), and the correspondence between the main vortical structures
in MR and simulated flows is particularly notable in these phases.
Kilner et al. [27], in their study of a number of normal subjects, observed a transient vortex
beneath the region of the posterior mitral valve leaflet, once again similar to our simulated
results. Their observation of velocity components in a long-axis plane led them to believe that
diastolic secondary flow might have the character of an asymmetric annular vortex. The present
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simulated flow results in short-axis planes (Figure 5) show a dominant anterior vortex and
a smaller-scale posterior vortex, but do not give clear indication of a contiguous annular vortex
surrounding the jet.
4.1

Comparison with other data

In early diastole, like the observations via MR velocity mapping of Fujimoto et al. [21], the
simulated inflow was nearly uniform at the mitral ring, as illustrated in Figure 6. The maximum
velocity at the level of the mitral inlet occurred around halfway through diastole (phase 12) and
was approximately 42 cm/s, within the ranges of 40–100 cm/s measured by Kilner et al. [25],
32–73 cm/s by Kim et al. [2] and 33–51 cm/s by Fujimoto et al. [21]. The maximum inflow velocity following peak early diastolic filling progressed from the level of the mitral orifice into the
ventricular chamber to reach a value of 52 cm/s some 2.5 cm downstream from the mitral valve.
The simulated peak outflow velocity of 1.57 m/s at the aortic valve occurred after some 30% of
systole had elapsed (phase 3). This is consistent with the range of 0.60–1.65 m/s measured by
Kim et al. [2] but somewhat above the range of 0.80–1.10 m/s measured by Kilner et al. [25].
Pasipoularides et al. [19] measured the intraventricular static pressure differences (labelled
deep LVp – subaortic LVp) for a number of normal subjects, at rest and during exercise, via
a two-sensor catheter tube introduced through the aorta, with one sensor positioned at the
aortic root (below the aortic valve) and another located 5 cm deeper within the left ventricular
chamber. For comparison, the static pressure difference between similar points in the present
LV simulation has been plotted as a function of time in Figure 7. The dashed line shows the
mean value of this pressure difference during one complete cardiac cycle (1.58 mmHg). The
trend of this plot is remarkably similar to sample plots given by Pasipoularides et al. [19] and
Pasipoularides [28].
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Figure 6: Simulated velocity profiles at the mitral valve ring at three phases during diastole
(Reproduced from [14] with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).
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Figure 7: Temporal variation of the simulated pressure difference between the aortic valve and a
point located 5 cm deeper into the left ventricle (LV), representing the pressure difference
recorded by a two-sensor catheter introduced into the LV via the aorta (Reproduced
from [14] with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).
At peak systole, the simulated peak positive pressure difference is about 9.3 mmHg, slightly
outside the SD (standard deviation) of Pasipoularides’s measurements of 6.7 ± 1.9 (SD) mmHg
at rest. This result is obviously influenced by the fast heart rate and high systolic velocities
of the subject scanned for the present study. It was closer to submaximal exercise, in which
Pasipoularides et al. [19] measured 10.0 ± 1.8 mmHg. During late systole, as the ejected flow
retards, the simulations show the expected negative pressure difference between the two
sensor locations with a peak value of -2 mmHg. During the early diastolic portion of the cardiac cycle, the pressure difference again becomes negative as the ventricular volume expands,
subsequently declining towards zero. During late diastole, the pressure difference becomes
positive as the incoming flow retards.
These intraventricular pressure differences are consistent with studies via cardiac catheterisation conducted not only by Pasipoularides [28] but by Smiseth et al. [20], and via CFD
modelling by Georgiadis et al. [29]. They are related to the inertial resistance of blood to
temporal and convective acceleration [12].
4.2

Physiological plausibility and significance of flow predictions

It has been suggested by Kim et al. [2] that the motion of the mitral valve leaflets promotes the
development of ventricular vortices, as observed in their MR velocity maps. However, despite the
absence of leaflet modelling in our simulations, the typical vortices were evident in the domain.
Similarity of inflow patterns between the CFD model and velocity images in this study and those
quoted in literature suggests that the structure of the valve leaflets is not essential for the generation of these vortices. Clearly, it relates to the vorticity in the valve region, which is induced by
the shear between the jet and the surrounding fluid. The diastolic vortices have been attributed a
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beneficial role in terms of energy preservation and have been suggested to influence mitral valve
motion [2], although Reul et al. [30] showed that they were unnecessary to the valve closure
process. During exercise, when diastole is shorter, the dominant recirculation under the anterior
leaflet appears to assist the redirection of inflowing blood towards the outflow tract [27].
By end-systole, much of the swirling motion in the computed flow has subsided and the
outflow is almost unidirectional with flow converging towards the left ventricular outflow tract
from the entire ventricular chamber. This is in line with expectations, as well as observations
by Kim et al. [2]. The velocity distribution in the aortic annulus in normal subjects has been
found to be slightly skewed [31]. The most likely explanation for this profile is thought to be the
position and angulation of the left ventricular outflow tract relative to the chamber [2]. Close
observation of the velocity plots during late systole (Figure 4(c)) also shows a skew with higher
velocity towards the anterior aspect.
4.3

Potential clinical applications

There are clinical implications for any deviation of the flow structure from that observed and
measured. For example, in normal healthy subjects, cine velocity mapping has shown that the
predominant direction of diastolic flow through the mitral valve is towards the apex during
diastolic filling, and converging from the apex to flow out through the aortic valve in systole
[32], similar to the flow simulation results of the present study. However, in patients with a
severely dilated left ventricle (resulting from coronary heart disease), Mohiaddin’s MR velocity
mapping [32] showed that the inflow is directed not towards the apex, but towards the posterior
wall, giving rise to a well-developed circular flow pattern turning back towards the septum and
outflow tract and persisting through diastole to the next systolic phase. Some authors have used
simple models to simulate these effects [10], but clearly the ability to represent them more accurately as with the present method has advantages, including the potential to perform ‘virtual
surgery’, as explored in other areas of cardiovascular flow research [33].

5

Conclusions

A framework has been developed for the simulation of flow in the heart chambers and demonstrated by application to the left ventricle. The methodology relies on MR anatomical data and
surface fitting techniques to construct a dynamic geometrical model of the chamber anatomy,
which is then fitted with a moving mesh for CFD simulations by a semi-automatic parametric
procedure. It also allows for future refinement of the boundary conditions, by introducing valve
leaflets at the mitral orifice and extending the computational domain.
Computational flow simulations were conducted for a left ventricle model incorporating the
inflow (mitral) and outflow (aortic) tracts. The flow structure and its evolution were analysed
in the numerical results and compared with existing measurements of physiologically relevant
parameters. The model convincingly captured the 3D contraction and expansion phases of
endocardial motion in the left ventricle. The time-varying volume of the model produced a
physiologically plausible stroke volume and ejection fraction. The analysis also revealed that
the dominant flow features from the simulations were qualitatively and quantitatively consistent
with previous physiological and clinical experiments, as well as with velocity measurements
acquired with the anatomical data for the present study.
Coherent vortex formation was observed immediately below the mitral valve, with a pair of
counter-rotating vortices occurring during left ventricular diastole. Owing to heart rate differences
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in the MR anatomical and velocity data acquisitions, and pulmonary vein flows in the atrium
that were not modelled, some quantitative discrepancies existed between the flow velocities
obtained from the simulation and the MR measurements. Thus, the differences could be explained
by external phenomena observed in the measured data, and the simulated inflow and outflow
velocities throughout the cardiac cycle compared well with measured ranges quoted in literature.
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